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The Journal of Immunology

Temporal Expression of Bim Limits the Development of

Agonist-Selected Thymocytes and Skews Their TCRb

Repertoire

Kun-Po Li,*,† Anke Fähnrich,‡ Eron Roy,*,† Carla M. Cuda,x H. Leighton Grimes,*,†

Harris R. Perlman,x Kathrin Kalies,‡ and David A. Hildeman*,†

CD8aa TCRab+ intestinal intraepithelial lymphocytes play a critical role in promoting intestinal homeostasis, although mech-

anisms controlling their development and peripheral homeostasis remain unclear. In this study, we examined the spatiotemporal

role of Bim in the thymic selection of CD8aa precursors and the fate of these cells in the periphery. We found that T cell–specific

expression of Bim during early/cortical, but not late/medullary, thymic development controls the agonist selection of CD8aa

precursors and limits their private TCRb repertoire. During this process, agonist-selected double-positive cells lose CD4/8

coreceptor expression and masquerade as double-negative (DN) TCRabhi thymocytes. Although these DN thymocytes fail to

re-express coreceptors after OP9-DL1 culture, they eventually mature and accumulate in the spleen where TCR and IL-15/STAT5

signaling promotes their conversion to CD8aa cells and their expression of gut-homing receptors. Adoptive transfer of splenic DN

cells gives rise to CD8aa cells in the gut, establishing their precursor relationship in vivo. Interestingly, Bim does not restrict the

IL-15–driven maturation of CD8aa cells that is critical for intestinal homeostasis. Thus, we found a temporal and tissue-specific

role for Bim in limiting thymic agonist selection of CD8aa precursors and their TCRb repertoire, but not in the maintenance of

CD8aa intraepithelial lymphocytes in the intestine. The Journal of Immunology, 2017, 198: 257–269.

T
he intestinal epithelium continuously contacts food Ags

and intestinal flora and relies on a complex network of

intestinal immune cells that control immune homeostasis

in the gut. Besides CD4+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) and TCRgd+

cells, a high level of TCRab+CD8aa+ and TCRab+CD42CD82

double-negative (DN) T cells reside in the intestinal intraepithelial

lymphocyte (iIEL) compartment. Both DN and CD8aa iIELs play

an immune regulatory role in the intestine, secreting immune-

suppressive cytokines to prevent inflammatory bowel diseases

(1–4). With regard to TCRab CD8aa iIELs, there has been some

controversy surrounding their development. Although earlier work

suggested that this population is extrathymically derived (5, 6),

more recent studies suggest that most TCRab CD8aa iIELs in

euthymic mice are derived from thymic precursor cells, which are

selected by the agonist peptide/MHC complex stimulating TCRs

with a strong affinity (7–12). This “agonist selection” develop-

mental model of the CD8aa iIELs and DN T cells was further

strengthened by recent experiments using TCR-transgenic mice in

which the TCRs were derived from CD8aa iIELs, in that the mice

bearing these iIEL-derived self-reactive TCRs had an abundance

of CD8aa iIELs and DN T cells (13–15). These studies showed

that the TCRs favoring DN and CD8aa T cell differentiation may

promiscuously interact with multiple ligands, including MHC

class I, MHC class II (MHC II), or nonclassic MHC ligands (14,

15). During thymic development, a considerable portion of thy-

mocytes with these TCRs undergo apoptosis. How the self-

reactive thymic precursors of CD8aa T and DN T cells survive

negative selection–associated apoptosis and develop into mature

iIELs are not well understood mechanistically.

T cells with strong avidity for self-antigens are limited in the

thymus, whereas a broad T cell repertoire restricted to self-MHC

molecules is maintained by the mechanisms of central tolerance.

After TCR V(D)J rearrangement, positive selection takes place in

thymic cortex and promotes the survival of CD4+CD8+ double-

positive (DP) thymocytes whose TCRab has at least a basal af-

finity for self-antigen peptide/MHC complexes. Positively selected

thymocytes then undergo two waves of thymic negative selection.

One wave occurs in response to ubiquitous self-antigen (UbA) and

endogenous viral superantigen (SAg) in the thymic cortex or

corticomedullary junction (16). A second wave occurs when

CCR7 signals direct thymocytes into thymic medulla and

responses to tissue-restricted self-antigen (TRA) driven by med-

ullary thymic epithelial cells and dendritic cells in an Aire-

dependent manner (16). Those having too strong affinity are

eliminated during negative selection (17).

The negative selection process has been reported to be mediated

by the BH3-only Bcl-2 family member Bim, as Bim2/2 mice are
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resistant to thymic negative selection in five independent models

(18). Paradoxically, Bim2/2 mice do not have an increase in DP

(CD4+CD8+) thymocytes as would be expected if thymic negative

selection were impaired (19). Additionally, other groups have

failed to find a substantial role for Bim in other models of thymic

negative selection, including endogenous SAg- or UbA-induced

negative selection, which are thought to better represent physio-

logic negative selection (20, 21). One possibility is that other

proapoptotic factors, such as Puma, may serve redundant roles

with Bim to fully promote negative selection (22). Another non–

mutually exclusive possibility is that Bim plays a more important

role in a certain type of thymocytes undergoing negative selection,

such as those responding to TRA (23, 24). However, many of

these studies only focused on the negative selection of conven-

tional T cells. The spatial and temporal role of Bim in agonist

selection remains unclear.

Several groups characterized the mice overexpressing Bcl-2, or

those lacking expression of Bim, and found an accumulation of

DN4-like (CD42CD82CD442CD252) thymocytes that appear to

have increased surface expression of TCRb (20, 24–26). It is

proposed that TCR+DN thymocytes are the thymic precursors of

CD8aa iIELs based on in vitro culture and adoptive transfer ex-

periments (11, 25, 27). Consistently, Bim2/2 mice also have

significantly increased accumulation of TCRab+ CD8aa iIELs

(13). These data suggest that Bim may control the development of

CD8aa iIELs during the thymic stage. However, the details of

CD8aa iIEL development have not been carefully characterized.

CD8aa T cells are maintained in the intestinal epithelium by

IL-15 (28, 29). It was reported that intestinal IL-15Ra trans-

presentation of IL-15 locally promotes development and survival

of CD8aa iIELs (30, 31). IL-15 also promotes peripheral

T lymphocyte survival by increasing their expression of Bcl-2,

which antagonizes the effects of proapoptotic Bim (21, 30, 32,

33). Although prior reports suggested that IL-15 similarly antag-

onized Bim in CD8aa iIELs (34, 35), its role in vivo has not been

fully examined.

In this study, we examined the development and homeostasis of

DN and CD8aa T cells using mice with temporal- and tissue-

specific expression of Cre to drive deletion of Bim. We found

that TCR+DN thymocytes and their peripheral descendants were

limited by Bim at the early DP stage. We also found that Bim

critically shapes the TCRb repertoire of DN T cells, but not of

conventional T cells. Furthermore, we found that splenic DN T cells

could give rise to CD8aa cells in the gut, and IL-15 acting via Stat5

synergized with TCR signaling to promote this process. Collec-

tively, these data show the temporal- and tissue-specific role of Bim

in limiting the agonist selection of TCRab+DN thymocytes, the

precursors of peripheral DN and CD8aa T cells, and they uncover

interactions between Bim and IL-15 that control the postthymic

development and homeostasis of DN and CD8aa T cells.

Materials and Methods
Mice

C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Taconic Farms (Germantown, NY).
Bim2/2 mice were a gift from P. Bouillet and A. Strasser (Walter and Eliza
Hall Institute, Melbourne, VIC, Australia) and have been backcrossed to
C57BL/6 mice for at least 20 generations. Baxf/fBak2/2 mice were a gift
from S. Korsmeyer (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA) and were
crossed to dLckCre or LckCre mice obtained from The Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME). IL-15–deficient mice on a C57BL/6 background were
purchased from Taconic Farms and were bred with Bim2/2 mice in our
facility. Generation of dLckCre+Bimf/f mice was described (36). Bimf/f

mice were also crossed to CD4Cre+ mice obtained from The Jackson
Laboratory. STAT5a/bf/f mice were a gift of L. Hennighausen (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and were crossed to C57BL/6 mice,
and then crossed to dLckCre+Bimf/f mice as previously described (32). B6.

SJL-PtprcaPepcb/BoyCrCrl (BoyJ) mice were purchased from Charles
River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). All mice were used between 5 and
10 wk of age. Animals were housed under specific pathogen-free condi-
tions in the Division of Veterinary Services (Children’s Hospital Medical
Center, Cincinnati, OH), and experimental procedures were reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Research Foundation.

Cell processes and flow cytometry

Thymi, lymph nodes, or spleens from individual mice were harvested and
crushed through a 100- mm mesh cup to generate single-cell suspensions.
IELs isolation was performed by following a modified protocol (37).
Briefly, the small intestine was cut off and washed with Ca2+Mg2+-free
HBSS for removing feces and mucus. After removing Peyer’s patches, the
small intestine was cut in pieces and shaken in Ca2+Mg2+-free HBSS
supplemented with 5% FBS, 2 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). After incubation for 15 min at 37˚C, the IELs
in the supernatant were further purified with Percoll (GE Healthcare, Little
Chalfont, U.K.) gradient. The single-cell suspension was further analyzed
by flow cytometry. Two million or more cells were stained with Abs
against CD4, CD8a, TCRb, TCR-Va2, TCR-Va11 (BD Biosciences, San
Diego, CA), CCR7, CD5, CD19, CD24, CD25, CD44, CD45.2, TCR-
Va3.2, NK1.1, MHC II (I-A/I-E) (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), CD8b,
CD45.1, TCR-Va8.3, a4b7 (LPAM-1), CCR9 (BioLegend, San Diego,
CA), Bim, or Stat5 (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA). Intracel-
lular stains were performed using 2% paraformaldehyde for fixation and
0.03% saponin for staining. For detection of Bim, secondary anti-rabbit
IgG Ab was used (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). A minimum of
200,000 events was acquired on a BD LSR II flow cytometer and analyzed
by FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences).

Cell culture

OP9-DL1 cells were cultured as previously described (38). Sorted DN4 or
DN1–3 thymocytes from wild-type (WT) or Bim2/2 mice were cocultured
with OP9-DL1 cells in a 1:5 ratio and supplied with 1 ng/ml IL-7 (R&D
Systems, Minneapolis, MN) for 1–4 d. In DN T cell differentiation culture,
splenic DN T cells (CD42CD8a2TCRb+) were sorted out and cultured for
24–48 h with 20 ng/ml exogenous rIL-2 supplement (R&D Systems). In
some experiments, the DN T cells were stimulated with plate-bound anti-
CD3/CD28 Ab (5 mg/ml; R&D Systems), IL-15 (20 ng/ml; R&D Sys-
tems), or both.

Cell sorting and adoptive transfer

Indicated splenocyte or thymocyte populations were sorted on MoFlo XDP
(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) with the assistance of the Research Flow
Cytometry Core at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center. In
adoptive transfer experiments, DN T cells were sorted on CD42CD8a2

CD192NK1.12MHC II2 cells. One million DN T cells were i.v. adop-
tively transferred to each BoyJ recipient. After 7 d, the lymphocytes in
spleens, mesenteric lymph nodes, and small intestinal epithelium were
analyzed by flow cytometry.

Analysis of CDR3 sequence of TCRb-chains

RNA from sorted CD4+ T, CD8+ T, or DN T cells was isolated with an
innuPREP RNA Mini Kit (Analytik Jena, Hildesheim, Germany). TCRb-
chain sequences were amplified in a two-step reaction according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (iRepertoire, patent 7999092). The first reverse
transcription was performed with a OneStep RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany), and the second round of PCR was performed with nested
primers, sequencing adaptors A and B following paired-end sequencing
(Illumina). PCR products were purified using a QIAquick gel extraction
kit (Qiagen) after gel electrophoresis. About 2 million sequencing reads
were obtained from each sample of the TCRb library, sequenced with the
Illumina 300-cycle MiSeq reagent kit v2 (150 paired-end read). CDR3
identification, clonotype clusterization, and correction of PCR and se-
quencing errors were performed using MiTCR software (39) according to
the IMGT nomenclature (40). To avoid unpredictable PCR and se-
quencing errors, the default parameters (“eliminate these errors”) was
used. Additionally, to avoid artificial diversity due to PCR errors, low
abundance sequence variants that comprise 4% of all sequencing reads
were removed as described (41). For normalizing data from different
samples to a common scale, TCR sequences were subsampled randomly
to the lowest number of sequences produced from any sample (n = 1000).
Further data analysis (principal component analysis [PCA] and CDR3
length) were performed using R programming language, including the tcR
package (42).
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Results
TCR expressing CD42CD82CD252CD442 DN thymocytes

accumulate in Bim2/2 mice

Initial work indicated a role for Bim in the elimination of au-

toreactive thymocytes (18), although others have suggested a

minor role for Bim in thymocyte negative selection (20, 21).

Furthermore, Bim2/2 mice have an accumulation of TCRb+DN4

thymocytes, although these cells have not been fully character-

ized (26). Hence, we assessed thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice and

found there was a significant increase in the frequency and the

total number of DN (CD42CD82) thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice

(Fig. 1A). Furthermore, most of these cells (.93%) also lacked

expression of CD44 or CD25, placing them in the DN4 com-

partment (Fig. 1A). Strikingly, nearly all of these DN4-like

thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice expressed high levels of cell sur-

face TCRb-chain (Fig. 1B). Staining these DN4-like thymocytes

with a combination of TCR-Va Abs (Va2, Va3.2, Va8.3, and

Va11), in lieu of a pan-TCRa Ab, further showed that the

TCRb-chains were associated with cell surface TCRa-chains. In

fact, the frequencies of TCRa+ DN4-like thymocytes from

Bim2/2 mice were similar to the frequencies of TCRa+ CD4

single-positive (SP) or CD8SP cells in either WT or Bim2/2

mice (Fig. 1C). Thus, the vast majority of DN4-like cells in

Bim2/2 mice do not display characteristics of normal DN4 cells

from WT mice, especially with regard to cell surface abTCR

expression.

TCR
+
DN cell accumulation is thymocyte intrinsic and

Bim-Bax/Bak–dependent

Next, we took advantage of LckCre+Baxf/fBak2/2 mice, as Bax

and Bak are required for Bim-driven death (33). These mice

have a global deletion of Bak, combined with a T cell–specific

loss of Bax due to the Lck promoter–driven Cre recombinase as

early as DN1 stage (43). Similar to Bim2/2 mice, LckCre+

Baxf/fBak2/2 mice also had a significant accumulation of

TCRb+DN thymocytes (Supplemental Fig. 1A). Collectively,

these data show that the accumulation of TCRb+DN thymo-

cytes is limited by thymocyte-intrinsic apoptosis driven by

Bim/Bax/Bak.

CD4 promoter–driven deletion of Bim results in accumulation

of TCR+DN thymocytes

One explanation for these data is that these DN4-like cells were cells

that had escaped negative selection in Bim2/2 mice but had down-

regulated CD4 and CD8 coreceptor expression (25, 26, 44). To test

this, we generated mice in which Bim was selectively deleted in DP

thymocytes by mating CD4Cre mice to Bimf/f mice. The rationale is

that if these TCR+DN cells were previously DP cells, then deletion of

Bim only after expression of CD4 (using CD4Cre) should result in an

increase in TCR+DN cells. Conversely, if these TCR+DN cells are not

increased in CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice, then these cells arise prior to the

DP stage. Notably, assessment of thymocytes in CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice

revealed an increase in DN thymocytes, with most being CD442

CD252 and expressing surface TCRb (Fig. 2A, 2B). Similar to

Bim2/2 mice, a significant fraction of DN4 thymocytes in CD4Cre+

Bimf/f mice expressed cell surface TCRa (Fig. 2C). Thus, deletion of

Bim at the late DN to the early DP stage of development, confirmed

by Bim-specific Ab staining (45) (Fig. 2D), results in increased levels

of TCR+DN thymocytes.

dLck promoter–driven late deletion of Bim does not enhance

TCR+DN thymocytes

To further narrow the time window in which the loss of Bim

promotes TCR+DN cells, we bred Bimf/f mice with dLckCre mice,

in which Cre is expressed very late in the DP stage (46). Strik-

ingly, the percentages and numbers of DN1–4, DP, CD4SP, and

CD8SP cells were all normal in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice, and there

was no difference in cell surface TCRb levels in DN thymocytes

between WT and dLckCre+Bimf/f mice (Fig. 3A). To confirm the

efficiency of Bim deletion in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice, Bim levels in

thymocytes were assessed by flow cytometry. Most DP and DN

thymocytes in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice expressed normal levels of

Bim, as did CD4+CD8lo intermediate stage thymocytes (Fig. 3B).

A significant decrease in Bim was observed in a fraction of

CD4SP and CD8SP thymocytes (Fig. 3B). However, the loss of

Bim was nearly complete (∼90% loss) in peripheral CD4+, CD8+

T cells in the spleen (Fig. 3B). Further division of the SP stage

according to CCR7 and CD24 expression showed that Bim dele-

tion starts at the SP1 (CCR72CD24hi) stage and continues in later

FIGURE 1. Accumulation of TCR+ DN thymocytes are observed in the absence of Bim. (A) Thymocytes from C57BL/6 (BL/6) or Bim2/2 mice (n = 3)

were stained with Abs and analyzed by flow cytometry. Numbers in representative dot plots show the frequency (percentage) of corresponding populations.

The bar graphs show the frequency and cell numbers of each population from either BL/6 (open bars) or Bim2/2 (filled bars) mice. (B) Histograms show the

percentage of CD252CD442 DN thymocytes that express the surface TCRb-chain. (C) Bar graph shows the percentage of CD252CD442 DN thymocytes

that express surface TCRa-chain (a combination of Abs against Va2, Va3.2, Va8.3, and Va11) from either BL/6 (open bars) or Bim2/2 (filled bars) mice.

Results are representative of at least four independent experiments and show mean 6 SD. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01. BL/6, C57BL/6.

The Journal of Immunology 259
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SP2 (CCR7+CD24hi) and SP3 (CCR7+CD24lo) stages (Fig. 3C),

indicating that TCR+DN thymocytes are derived from cortical DP

cells, but not medullary SP cells. In addition to dLckCre+Bimf/f

mice, we also generated dLckCre+Baxf/fBak2/2 mice and found

that these mice also did not have an accumulation of TCR+DN cells

(Supplemental Fig. 1B), unlike mice that have an earlier deletion of

Bax (and Bak, LckCre+Baxf/fBak2/2) (Supplemental Fig. 1A). To-

gether with the data in CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice, these data are consis-

tent with the concept that thymocytes avoiding Bim-driven apoptosis

at the early DP stage downregulate CD4 and CD8 coreceptors

FIGURE 2. Deletion of Bim at the early DP stage promotes the accrual of TCR+ DN thymocytes. (A) Thymocytes from Bimf/f or CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice (n = 3)

were stained with Abs and analyzed by flow cytometry. Numbers in representative dot plots show the frequency (percentage) of corresponding populations. The bar

graphs show the frequency and cell numbers of each population from either Bimf/f (open bars) or CD4Cre+Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. (B) Histograms show the

percentage of CD252CD442 DN thymocytes that express surface TCRb-chain. (C) Bar graph shows the percentage of CD252CD442 DN thymocytes that express

the surface TCRa-chain (a combination of Va2, Va3.2, Va8.3, and Va11) from either Bimf/f (open bars) or CD4Cre+Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. (D) Data in rep-

resentative histograms show Bim levels in various gated thymic subpopulations, and the bar graphs show the frequency of Bim+ cells in thymic subpopulations from

either Bimf/f (open bars) or CD4Cre+Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. Results are representative of at least three independent experiments and show mean6 SD. **p, 0.01.
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and emerge as TCRab+ DN cells, identifying a spatiotemporal role

of Bim in the thymic selection of TCR+DN cells.

In addition to TCR+ DN thymocytes, other agonist-selected T cell

populations may also be limited by Bim at a particular time during

development. We observed that the CD4+CD252Foxp3+ thymo-

cytes, which belong one of the precursor populations of Foxp3+

Treg cells (47), were substantially increased in the Bim2/2 or

CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice, but only subtly increased in dLckCre+Bimf/f

mice (Fig. 3D). Thus, the temporal expression of Bim contributes to

multiple agonist-selected populations in the thymus.

TCR
+
DN thymocytes express the postselection, immature

phenotype and inefficiently develop into DP thymocytes

To further characterize the features of these TCR+DN thymocytes, we

first analyzed the expression of the postselection marker CD5 (48)

on CD252CD442 DN4-like thymocytes from WT and Bim2/2

mice. Compared to DN4 cells in WT mice, most of the DN4-

like cells express CD5 in Bim2/2 mice (Fig. 4A). Additionally,

the DN thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice express higher levels of S1pr1,

Klf2, and CCR7 than DN thymocytes in WT mice (Supplemental

Fig. 1C, 1D), suggesting their postselection state (49). Second, DN4-

like cells from Bim2/2 mice also expressed high levels of the im-

mature marker CD24, suggesting that these accumulated TCRab+

thymocytes are not mature recirculating peripheral T cells (Fig. 4B).

Third, we determined whether Bim2/2 DN4-like cells were capable

of differentiating into DP cells by sorting CD42CD82CD252

CD442 DN thymocytes from WT or Bim2/2 mice and culturing

them with OP9-DL1 cells and IL-7. At 1 and 2 d after culture, the

cells were harvested and assessed for expression of CD4 and CD8 by

flow cytometry. Whereas DN4 cells from WT mice efficiently de-

veloped into DP cells, DN4-like cells from Bim2/2 mice were

largely unable to develop into DP cells (Fig. 4C). Importantly, this

developmental blockade was specific to DN4-like cells in Bim2/2

mice, as sorted DN1–3 cells from Bim2/2 thymi progressed into DP

FIGURE 3. Deletion of Bim at the late DP stage fails to promote TCR+ DN thymocytes. (A) Thymocytes from Bimf/f or dLckCre+Bimf/f mice (n = 4) were

stained with Abs and analyzed by flow cytometry. Numbers in representative dot plots show the frequency of corresponding populations. Expression of surface

TCRb on CD252CD442DN thymocytes is shown in histograms. The bar graphs show the frequency of each population from either Bimf/f (open bars) or dLckCre+

Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. (B) Thymocytes or splenic T cells from Bimf/f or dLckCre+Bimf/f mice were stained with cell surface markers and intracellularly for Bim.

Data in representative histograms show Bim levels in various gated thymic subpopulations, and the bar graphs show the frequency of Bim+ cells in thymic

subpopulations from either Bimf/f (open bars) or dLckCre+Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. (C) The bar graphs show the frequency of Bim+ thymocytes in TCR+CCR72DP,

SP1 (CCR72CD24hi), SP2 (CCR7+CD24hi), or SP3 (CCR7+CD24lo) stages from either dLckCre+Bimf/f (left panel) or CD4Cre+Bimf/f (right panel) mice. Statistical

comparison was made between each SP subset to DP cells. (D) Thymocytes from C57BL/6, dLckCre+Bimf/f, CD4Cre+Bimf/f, or Bim2/2 mice (n = 4–5) were

stained with Abs and analyzed by flow cytometry. The frequencies of thymic Treg precursor populations, CD252Foxp3+ cells, or CD25+Foxp32 cells among

CD4SP cells are shown. Results are representative of at least two independent experiments and are shown as mean 6 SD. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01.
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cells when cultured with OP9-DL1 and IL-7 (Fig. 4D). Thus, TCR+

DN thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice displayed markers suggesting they

were postselected, but still immature, thymocytes and that they were

incapable of further developing into DP cells in OP9-DL1 culture.

Bim deletion results in agonist-selected T cell accumulation in

the spleen with distinct TCR repertoire

After leaving thymi, the recent thymic emigrants populate the

secondary lymphoid organs (13), so we examined the presence of

TCR+DN cells in the spleens of WT and Bim2/2 mice. Strikingly,

Bim2/2 mice, or CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice, had a 4- to 6-fold increase

in TCR+DN T cells compared with WT mice (Fig. 5A,

Supplemental Fig. 2A). Interestingly, this increase in TCR+DN

T cells was not observed in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice, in which the

Bim deletion occurs at the late DP stage (Fig. 5B). One potential

fate of thymic TCR+DN cells is their further development into

TCRab+ CD8aa iIELs (11). In the spleen, there was also a sig-

nificant increase in TCRab+ CD8aa cells in Bim2/2 mice, but

FIGURE 4. TCR+DN thymocytes in Bim2/2mice express postselection and immature markers and do not develop into DP thymocytes in OP9-DL1 culture. Data

show the percentage and histograms of thymocytes or splenic T cells expressing (A) the postselection marker CD5 or (B) the immature marker CD24, as assessed by

flow cytometry. (C) Sorted DN4 (CD42CD82CD442CD252) or (D) DN1–3 (CD42CD82CD44+CD252, CD42CD82CD44+CD25+, and CD42CD82CD442

CD25+) thymocytes from C57BL/6 (BL/6) or Bim2/2mice were cultured with OP9-DL1 cells and IL-7 (1 ng/ml) for indicated time and analyzed by flow cytometry.

Numbers in representative dot plots show the frequency of corresponding populations. The bar graphs show the frequency of each population from either BL/6 (open

bars) or Bim2/2 (filled bars) mice. Results are representative of at least two independent experiments and showmean6 SD. *p, 0.05, **p, 0.01. BL/6, C57BL/6.
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not in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice, although the cells are not as nu-

merous as the DN T cells (Fig. 5A, 5B). Collectively, our data

suggest that the accumulation of DN T and TCRab+ CD8aa cells

is determined by Bim-mediated early thymic development.

Recent studies suggested that Bim is required for deleting TRA-

reactive thymocytes in TCR-transgenic models (22–24). However,

the effects of Bim in shaping the polyclonal TCR repertoire has

not been fully studied. Therefore, we identified the polyclonal Ag-

binding sequence (CDR3) of the TCRb-chain by next-generation

sequencing of purified DN T cells as well as CD4+ and CD8+

T cells (Supplemental Table I). Strikingly, PCA of V-J gene usage

indicates that Bim controls TCRb V-J chain usage in DN T cells,

but not in conventional CD4 or CD8 T cells (Fig. 5C). These

differences were not due to the effects of Bim on endogenous

SAg-induced negative selection, because the TCRb V-J chain

usage in DN T cells remained different between C57BL/6 and

Bim2 /2 mice after excluding all known endogenous mouse

mammary tumor virus SAg-reactive Vb gene segments (for

C56BL/6 mice: TRBV12, TRBV16, and TRBV24) (40, 50, 51)

from PCA (Fig. 5D). Surprisingly, we observed that DN T cells, but

not conventional T cells, have shorter CDR3 regions in Bim2/2

mice (Fig. 5E, Supplemental Fig. 3A), which were results of

fewer N-insertion nucleotides, instead of bias to shorter Vb-chains

(Supplemental Fig. 3B, 3C). The data showed that characteristic

features of CDR3b sequences of DN T cells exist that are likely

controlled by Bim. To determine whether distinct CDR3b se-

quences would accumulate in DN T cells from Bim2/2 mice, we

identified the number of CDR3b public sequences (i.e., those that

are shared by different individuals). Interestingly, fewer CDR3b

sequences of DN T cells are shared by different individual Bim2/2

mice, as the number of private CDR3b sequences is significantly

increased in individual Bim2/2 mice (Fig. 5F). Notably, we did

not find enrichment in private sequences in conventional T cells

from Bim2/2 mice (data not shown). In summary, these data show

that Bim significantly limits the population size of DN T cells and

restricts their private TCRb repertoires.

Bim deletion rescues the splenic DN T cells, but not iIELs, in

IL-15 knockout mice

We next examined whether the absence of Bim affected the ac-

cumulation of both DN T cells and CD8aa T cells in the intestinal

epithelium. Similar to a previous report (13), mice deficient in

Bim accumulated both DN T and CD8aa T cells in the iIEL

compartment (Fig. 6A). Importantly, both DN and CD8aa iIELs

were not increased in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice (Fig. 6B). Thus, these

data show that Bim expression in the thymus is an important

limiting factor for both the splenic and intestinal accumulation of

DN and CD8aa iIELs.

Previous studies suggested that Bim may also regulate the ho-

meostasis of CD8aa T cells by antagonizing IL-15–induced Bcl-2

upregulation (27, 34, 35, 52). However, this antagonism is more

evident in the periphery, as the loss of IL-15 does not substantially

impair the development of TCR+DN thymocytes (10, 27, 31).

Consistent with these prior data, the frequencies of CD4SP,

CD8SP, DP, or DN cells were not different between IL-152/2 and

C57BL/6 mice (Supplemental Fig. 1E). Furthermore, the com-

bined loss of IL-15 and Bim was not different compared with the

loss of Bim alone in the accumulation of TCR+DN thymocytes

(Supplemental Fig. 1F).

Whereas IL-15 is not required for the thymic development of

TCR+DN thymocytes, it is critical for the postthymic homeostasis

of CD8aa T cells, especially in the intestinal epithelium (29–31).

Therefore, we further analyzed the DN and CD8aa T cells in the

spleens and intestines of WT, Bim2/2, IL-152/2, and Bim2/2IL-

152/2 mice. The IL-152/2 mice had a minor decrease in the

frequency and number of splenic DN T cells but a significant loss

of the CD8aa T cell population (Fig. 6C). Strikingly, the addi-

tional loss of Bim rescued both the splenic DN T and CD8aa

T cell populations in IL-152/2 mice, and it failed to restore the

intestinal intraepithelial DN or CD8aa T cells (Fig. 6C, 6D).

Taken together, these data show that splenic DN T and CD8aa

T cells are determined in the thymus and are limited by the

presence of Bim, but that Bim is not the only IL-15 antagonist

once the DN T and CD8aa cells reach the iIEL compartment.

Expression of CD8a, a4b7, and CCR9 in splenic TCR+DN

cells are induced by anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation and/or IL-15

Previous studies have suggested that CD8aa iIELs are derived

from thymic TCR+DN cells (7, 11, 14, 25, 30), although how the

cells migrate from the thymus to the gut is less well understood. In

this study, we observed that TCR+DN thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice

upregulated their S1pr1 expression, which facilitates their egress

from the thymus (Supplemental Fig. 1C). One recent report

showed that thymic emigrants, including DN T cells, populate the

spleen before they populate the intestine (13). Given that IL-15 is

critical for the survival and proliferation of CD8aa in the iIELs,

and that the additional loss of Bim was able to restore CD8aa in

the spleen but not the iIEL, we hypothesized that the splenic DN

population is an intermediate stage between thymic TCR+DN cells

and intestinal CD8aa iIELs, and that IL-15 is critical for their

transition from DN T to CD8aa cells.

To test these possibilities, splenic TCRb+CD42CD82 DN

T cells from Bim2/2 mice were isolated, cultured with IL-15, and

analyzed by flow cytometry. IL-15 significantly induced the gut-

homing chemokine receptor CCR9 and integrin a4b7, in both

expression level and frequency of expressing cells (Fig. 7A). We

next reasoned that IL-15 may contribute to the expression of the

CD8a. To test this, we sorted DN T cells from the spleen and

stimulated them with anti-CD3/CD28 with and without IL-15.

Either IL-15 or anti-CD3/28 stimulation promoted the expres-

sion of CD8a. Together, they synergistically enhanced CD8a

expression by DN T cells (Fig. 7B). To further support this con-

cept, we took advantage of Nur77GFP mice, in which the magni-

tude of GFP expression can reflect the intensity of TCR

stimulation (53). Ex vivo splenic CD8aa T cells isolated from

Nur77GFP mice expressed high levels of GFP, indicating that they

receive strong TCR stimulation, which drives their transition from

DN T to CD8aa T cells (Supplemental Fig. 2B). To determine

whether Stat5, a critical IL-15 signal transducer, was important for

CD8a induction, we took advantage of dLckCre+Stat5f/f mice

(32). To enhance the survival of Stat5low cells, we additionally

crossed dLckCre+Stat5f/f mice to Bimf/f mice. Purified splenic DN

T cells from WT, dLckCre+Bimf/f, or dLckCre+Stat5f/fBimf/f mice

were stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 and/or IL-15. The deletion

of Stat5 significantly reduced the emergence of CD8a-expressing

cells in response to either anti-CD3/28 or IL-15 alone or in

combination (Fig. 7B), whereas the DN T cells from dLckCre+

Bimf/f mice had the same potential to develop into CD8aa T cells

as WT cells (data not shown). As we previously observed that the

deletion of Stat5 in dLckCre+Stat5f/f mice was not complete (32),

we again found that .30% of the DN T cells from dLckCre+

Stat5f/f Bimf/f mice were Stat5low, and that culture with IL-15 led

to a selection for Stat5-expressing cells that also expressed CD8a

(Supplemental Fig. 2C).

To definitively test whether DN T cells from the spleen could

give rise to CD8aa T cells in vivo, we took advantage of Bim2/2

mice as donors because of their abundant DN T cell population

and transferred purified DN T cells (Fig. 7C) into congenically
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marked CD45.1+BoyJ recipients and tracked the transferred cells

1 wk later. In the spleen, mesenteric lymph node, and intestinal

epithelium, most donor cells maintained a low expression of

CD8a (Fig. 7D). However, in all mice analyzed, we saw the

emergence of a small proportion of donor cells in the spleen and

mesenteric lymph node, as well as a large population of donor

cells in the iIELs, that expressed CD8a (Fig. 7D). Collectively,

these data show that splenic DN T cells are the precursors of

FIGURE 5. Bim deletion results in DN and CD8aa T cell accumulation in the spleen with distinct TCR repertoire. (A) The bar graphs show the

percentage of splenic DN (CD42CD8a2), CD8aa (CD42CD8a+CD8b2), CD4 (CD4+CD8a2), or CD8ab (CD42CD8a+CD8b+) abT cells (TCRb+

CD192MHC II2NK1.12), as well as the total cell number, from either C57BL/6 (BL/6; open bars) or Bim2/2 (filled bars) mice. (B) The bar graphs show

the percentage and the total number of splenic DN, CD8aa, CD4, or CD8ab T cells from Bimf/f (open bars) or dLckCre+Bimf/f (filled bars) mice. Results

are representative of at least two independent experiments (n $ 3 in each group) and show mean 6 SD. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01. (C) Different T cell

populations were sorted from an individual BL/6 or Bim2/2 mouse, and the TCRb CDR3 repertoires were sequenced by the Illumina MiSeq system. About

2 million reads were obtained and further normalized and analyzed with MiTCR or tcR software. The scatter plot shows the result of PCA in TCRb CDR3

V-J chain usage. The clusters of different cell populations are labeled on the plot. (D) The scatter plot shows the result of PCA in CDR3 V-J chain usage

after removal of mouse mammary tumor virus–reactive TCRb (TRBV12, TRBV16, and TRBV24) (50, 51). The clusters of different cell populations are

labeled on the plot. (E) The TCRb CDR3 lengths (in amino acid [AA] numbers) in DN T cells from either BL/6 (red bars) or Bim2/2 (gray bars) mice are

plotted. The lengths were analyzed with two-way ANOVA showed significant difference (11 aa, p , 0.001; 13 aa, p , 0.05). (F) The heat map shows the

average number (and SD) of public TCRb CDR3 sequences shared by different mouse among 2029 random subsampled sequences. BL/6, C57BL/6.
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intestinal CD8aa iIELs, whose transition is promoted by IL-15/

STAT5 signaling.

Discussion
Our data show that timed deletion of Bim promotes the devel-

opment of TCRab+ DN thymocytes. Although it is possible that

these TCR+DN thymocytes could be misdirected SP thymocytes

or recirculating T cells from the periphery, our data suggest that

neither of these mechanisms contributes in a substantial way to the

accumulation of TCR+DN thymocytes. Indeed, these TCR+DN

cells 1) express the immature marker CD24; 2) are increased when

Bim is deleted early, but not late, in the DP stage; and 3) have a

balanced expression of Th-Pok and Runx3 (Supplemental Fig.

1G), whereas the CD4SP and CD8SP cells have high levels of

Th-Pok and Runx3 expression, respectively. Instead, our data

suggest that the TCR+DN thymocytes in Bim2/2 mice are derived

from DP cells that escaped negative selection. Several pieces of

data support this conjecture. First, the sorted DN1–DN3 thymo-

cytes from Bim2/2 mice progressed through the DP stage in OP9-

DL1 culture. Second, TCR+DN cells accumulated in CD4Cre+

Bimf/f mice, but not in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice, demonstrating that

expression of CD4 is a prerequisite for the accrual of TCR+DN

cells. Third, the TCR+DN cells expressed a postselection marker,

consistent with data from other studies showing that the TCR+DN

thymocytes express postselection or activated markers (13, 14,

25). Finally, strong TCR stimulation from self-peptide/MHC can

lead to loss of CD4 and CD8 expression, which can be difficult to

observe unless apoptosis is prevented (17, 48, 54, 55). Collec-

tively, these data support the idea that the DN4-like thymocytes

with surface TCRab expression, which are limited by Bim, once

expressed coreceptors and had progressed to at least the DP stage.

A few non–mutually exclusive explanations may help clarify the

controversy surrounding the role of Bim in thymocyte negative

selection. First, one study showed that Bim and Puma function

cooperatively to control thymocyte apoptosis to self-antigen (22).

However, we failed to observe a substantial difference in endog-

enous SAg-reactive TCR+DN thymocytes or in T cells (data not

shown) between Bim2/2 or LckCre+Baxf/fBak2/2 mice and WT

mice. Another possibility is that Nur77 and/or other proapoptotic

factors mediated cell death may also compensate for the loss of

Bim and eliminate UbA- or SAg-reactive cells before they enter

the thymic medulla (24, 56, 57). These hypotheses require further

experimentation. Nonetheless, our data from the CD4-Cre– or

dLck-Cre–driven conditional knockout models suggest a unique

role for Bim in limiting the development of TCR+DN thymocytes

at the DP stage. Additionally, LckCre+Baxf/fBak2/2 mice have the

same thymic phenotype with Bim2/2 mice, showing that Bim has

a dominant role among BH3-only proapoptotic factors in limiting

TCR+DN thymocytes. These accumulated cells likely bear TCRs

that are of very high avidity to self-peptide/MHC agonistic Ags

and drive coreceptor downregulation, which make them acquire a

TCRa+b+CD5+ DN phenotype, with high levels of Klf2, S1pr1,

FIGURE 6. Bim deletion rescues the

splenic DN T cells, but not iIELs, in IL-15

knockout (KO) mice. (A) The bar graphs

show the percentage of small intestinal

intraepithelial DN (CD42CD8a2) T or

CD8aa (CD42CD8a+ CD8b2) T cell

amounts in intraepithelial abT cells (TCRb+

CD192MHC II2NK1.12) from either BL/6

(open bars), Bim2/2 (black bars), or (B)

dLckCre+Bimf/f (gray bars) mice. (C) The

bar graphs show the percentage of splenic

DN T or CD8aa T cells, as well as the total

cell number, from either C57BL/6 (BL/6;

open bars), Bim2/2 (black bars), IL-15 KO

(horizontal-striped bars), or IL-152/2Bim2/2

(double knockout [DKO], vertical-striped bars)

mice. (D) The graphs show the percentage and

the total number of small intestinal intra-

epithelial DN T or CD8aa T cells from either

BL/6 (open bars), Bim2/2 (black bars), IL-15

KO (horizontal-striped bars), or IL-152/2

Bim2/2 (DKO, vertical-striped bars) mice.

Results are representative of at least two inde-

pendent experiments (n$ 3 in each group) and

show mean6 SD. *p, 0.05. BL/6, C57BL/6;

DKO, double knockout; KO, knockout.
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and CCR7. This TCR stimulation–induced DN phenotype is

similarly observed in several in vitro thymocyte differentiation

models (11, 44, 57) and in vivo mouse models (13, 14, 24, 57) that

employ strong TCR stimulation. A potential physiologic reason

for the downregulation of CD4 and CD8 during strong TCR in-

teractions would be to reduce the overall avidity of thymocytes

that may have significant self-reactivity.

The self-reactive TCR+DN thymocytes can also be observed in

WT mice, although they are lower in frequency and cell number.

These cells have been previously considered to be the products of

agonist selection, in which the interaction with strong agonistic

self-antigen in the thymus promotes their development with

minimal negative selection (7, 11, 13, 14). CD4+Foxp3+ Tregs,

iNKT cells, and TCRab CD8aa iIELs have been reported to

develop via this pathway (reviewed in Ref. 12). It remains unclear

at which stage the agonist selection of TCR+DN thymocytes oc-

curs and why some self-reactive thymocytes undergo agonist se-

lection rather than negative selection. A previous study suggested

the TCR+DN thymocytes are derived from CD4hiCD8lo Int thy-

mocytes, the Ag-experienced DP cells that are making CD4/CD8

lineage choice, based on their endogenous SAg-reactive TCRb

repertoire (25). In this study, our temporal- and cell-specific

conditional knockout models provide direct evidence that Bim

plays a critical role in the decision of agonist versus negative

selection during the DP stage, which would encompass the CD4hi

CD8lo stage. Thus, the cell-intrinsic function of Bim particularly

at the early DP, but not late DP or SP stage, critically limits the

development of TCR+DN thymocytes, the precursors of CD8aa

iIELs.

The Ags inducing agonist selection of TCR+DN thymocytes

have not been well characterized. One possibility is that Aire-

dependent TRA expression promotes agonist selection of TCR+

DN thymocytes. However, in the absence of Aire, there was no

accumulation of DN thymocytes (58, 59). Furthermore, prior work

in TCR-transgenic models showed that the loss of Bim did not

enlarge the TRA-specific DN thymocyte population (22–24). In-

deed, we found significant Bim deletion as early as the SP1

(CCR72) cortical stage and even more striking in the SP2–3

(CCR7+) medullary stage in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice. Despite this

substantial reduction in Bim in SP2–3 medullary thymocytes, we

failed to observe an accumulation of TCR+DN thymocytes, pe-

ripheral DN T, or CD8aa T cells, suggesting a minor role for

medullary TRA in Bim-limited agonist selection. Together with

the data from CD4Cre+Bimf/f mice, our polyclonal TCR study

FIGURE 7. Splenic DN T cells in vitro and in vivo develop into CD8aa T cells, partially depending on IL-15/Stat5 signaling. (A) Induction of CCR9 and

a4b7 expression in splenic DN T cells. The sorted splenic DN T cells (CD42CD8a2TCRb+ CD192MHC II2NK1.12) from Bim2/2 mice were cultured

with 20 ng/ml rIL-15 for 48 h. The represented histograms of CCR9 or a4b7 expression are shown. The frequency (percentage) and mean fluorescence

intensity (MFI) of a CCR9hi or a4b7
hi population are noted on the plots. The bar graphs show the CCR9hi or a4b7

hi percentage within ex vivo splenic DN

T cells (untreated) or IL-15–induced CD8aa T cells (IL-15). (B) The splenic DN T cells were isolated from either C57BL/6 (BL/6) or dLckCre+Bimf/f

Stat5f/f mice and cultured with plate-bound anti-CD3/CD28 Ab and/or 20 ng/ml rIL-15 for 24 h. The CD8aa T cell frequency and number in the culture

were analyzed by flow cytometry. (C) The splenic DN T cells (CD42CD8a2CD192NK1.12MHC II2) were isolated from Bim2/2 mice. A represented

presort plot and a postsort plot with DN T cell frequency among abT cells is shown. (D) The sorted DN T cells were adoptively transferred into immune-

intact BoyJ recipients. After 7 d, T cells in spleen, mesenteric lymph node (mLN), and small intestinal epithelium were analyzed by flow cytometry. The

representative dot plots show CD8a and CD4 expression of the donor abT cells first gated on CD8b2 (CD45.2+TCRb+CD8b2), and the frequency

represents the CD8aa T cell amounts in donor cells. Results are representative of at least two independent experiments and show mean 6 SD. *p , 0.05.

BL/6, C57BL/6; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; mLN, mesenteric lymph node.
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provides strong evidence supporting the concept that UbA or

SAg expressed in the cortex or cortical–medullary junction plays

a critical role in Bim-limited agonist selection of TCR+DN

thymocytes.

It remains possible that TRA can induce agonist selection in the

thymic medulla that may contribute to the development of Tregs or

iNKT cells. One of the precursor populations of Foxp3+ Treg cells,

CD252Foxp3+ CD4SP thymocytes, is limited by Bim (47). In this

study, we further used CD4Cre- and dLckCre-driven Bim deletion

to show that cortical expression of Bim may substantially limit

CD252Foxp3+ Treg precursors. Also, CD252Foxp3+ Treg pre-

cursor accumulation in dLckCre+Bimf/f mice may reflect the role

of Bim in limiting medullary Aire-driven selection of Tregs (60),

which differs from the development of TCR+DN thymocytes that

is limited by cortical Bim expression. This enhancement of

CD252Foxp3+ Treg precursors in the absence of Bim may explain

the relative resistance of Bim-deficient mice to the development

of spontaneous autoimmunity. Indeed, in our previous study we

found that Bim limits the peripheral effector Treg-expressing

CD25loFoxp3+ phenotype (61), even though its thymic precur-

sors have not been carefully identified. The peripheral distribution

and function of these CD252Foxp3+ thymocyte-derived Treg cells

require further investigation.

In the present study, we also found that Bim not only limits the

population size of agonist-selected DN T cells but also shapes their

TCR repertoire. In this study, we analyzed the TCR repertoire by

high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatics analysis. The re-

sults show that the accumulation of TCR+DN thymocytes and DN

T cells in Bim2/2 mice is not a random process, which affects all

cells similarly. Instead, our data show that Bim-deficient DN

T cells have 1) distinct TCRb V-J chain usage, 2) shorter CDR3

lengths, and 3) increased numbers of private CDR3 sequences. In

contrast to prior studies using monoclonal TCR-transgenic mice

(20, 22–24), in the present study we found little evidence that Bim

constricts the TCRb repertoire of conventional CD4+ or CD8+

T cells. However, it remains possible that Bim affects the TCRa

repertoire.

Consistent with a previous study that reported that CDR3 lengths

are not altered by thymic selection (62), we observed that CDR3

lengths of CD4+ or CD8+ T cells remain the same in Bim2/2

mice. Surprisingly, we found that the CDR3 lengths in Bim-

deficient DN T cells were shorter than those from C57BL/6

mice. One possible explanation for this observation might be

that shorter CDR3 lengths have less discriminatory power in

peptide recognition. These TCRs with short CDR3 may interact

more broadly with peptides presented by MHC, increasing their

cross-reactivity. In line with this, previous studies showed that

negative selection limits TCR cross-reactivity and hones the rep-

ertoire toward the peptides (15, 63, 64). This makes some teleo-

logical sense in that highly promiscuous TCRs should be

eliminated prior to their export into the periphery where they

might be triggered by multiple ligands. With regard to the bio-

logical meaning of these shorter CDR3s, prior studies showed that

TCRs bearing shorter CDR3 lengths tend to dominate the acti-

vated T cell population in experimentally induced allergic en-

cephalomyelitis models (65, 66), suggesting that CDR3 length

may determine the TCR reactivity to self-antigens. Alternatively,

it is possible that the accumulation of DN T cells in Bim2/2 mice

starts at the neonatal period when the TdT was not activated.

Without TdT, the CDR3 regions of neonatal T cells are shorter

than those of adult T cells (67, 68). It is possible that the early

generated T cells with shorter CDR3 lengths survive better and

accumulate in the absence of Bim, and their enrichment contrib-

utes to the shorter CDR3 lengths in the population.

Although our data show that Bim expression at the DP stage

limits the production of DN cells, how these cells acquire CD8aa

expression and migrate to the gut has not been clearly defined.

Several studies showed that TCR+DN thymocytes in vitro cultured

with IL-15 can acquire a CD8aa iIEL-like phenotype (11, 25, 27).

However, the absence of IL-15 does not lead to the loss of DN

T cells in the thymus; thus, the effects of IL-15 on thymocytes

in vitro may not recapitulate the effects of IL-15 in vivo. Instead,

other work shows that IL-15 is critical for maintenance of CD8aa

iIELs in the periphery (10, 27, 28, 30, 31), either by promoting

their peripheral development, migration, and/or survival. Previous

studies provided strong evidence that TCR+DN thymocytes when

adoptively transferred could develop into CD8aa iIELs in vivo

(11, 25, 30), whereas the intestinal epithelial cells can functionally

transpresent IL-15 (30). In the present study, we found that TCR+

DN thymocytes expressed S1pr1, which facilitates thymic egress.

Additionally, a recent in vivo labeling experiment showed that the

CD8aa iIEL precursors migrate to secondary lymphoid organs

(SLOs) in the first 24 h after leaving thymus and are present there

as TCR+DN T cells. Importantly, these cells were not observed in

the intestinal epithelium at this time (13). Taken together, these

data suggest that DN T cells in secondary lymphoid organs must

undergo additional maturation into CD8aa T cells either in the

SLOs or when they arrive in the intestine. Indeed, our data show

that splenic DN T cells can undergo significant transition into

CD8aa T cells both in vitro and in vivo. However, the expression

of CD5, CD25, and CD44 on splenic DN T cells is not identical

between WT and Bim2/2 mice (Supplemental Fig. 2D). It is likely

that the cells with dysregulated expression of these molecules

represent cells that are eliminated by Bim during the process of

agonist selection. Additionally, accumulated DN T cells may not

receive enough environmental stimulation for maturation because

the DN T niche may be limited. In support of this scenario, both

CD25 and CD44 are significantly lower in Bim2/2 peripheral DN

T cells. Additionally, CD5 has not been repressed in Bim2/2 DN

T cells, suggesting that these cells have not yet fully matured as

WT DN T cells but still have emigrated to the spleen. Further-

more, we identified another role for IL-15, which is to synergis-

tically enhance the TCR-driven CD8aa expression on DN T cells

in a Stat5-dependent manner, suggesting that splenic DN T cells

are in an intermediate stage between TCR+DN thymocytes and

CD8aa iIELs. Our data are consistent with prior work showing

that CD42CD8b2 splenic T cells expressing a transgenic TCR

cloned from iIELs can develop into iIELs in a lymphopenic en-

vironment (14). Importantly, our experiments were done using

CD42CD8a2 DN splenic T cells with a natural TCR repertoire

and were performed in immune-intact mice. Thus, these data

provide strong evidence in support of a model in which DN T cells

are precursors of CD8aa iIELs that can undergo additional mat-

uration in the SLOs and/or intestine.

Previous studies suggested that Bim is involved in regulating

apoptosis of CD8aa iIELs via antagonizing IL-15–induced pro-

survival effects (27, 34, 35). Indeed, anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 upreg-

ulation heavily depends on IL-15 transpresentation in the

intestinal epithelium (30). However, we observed that the addi-

tional deletion of Bim did not restore CD8aa iIELs in IL-15–

deficient mice. These data suggest that IL-15 combats Bim and

perhaps other proapoptotic molecules, such as Puma and Noxa

(36). Indeed, a previous in vitro study showed that the absence of

Bim can only partially protect CD8aa iIELs from IL-15 starva-

tion–induced apoptosis (34). IL-15 also promotes CD8aa iIEL

proliferation, which expands its population (52). Furthermore,

IL-15 promotes the expression of E-cadherin on epithelial cells

(69), which is important for iIEL retention after they migrate into
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the gut (70). IL-15 also contributes to the intestinal niche for iIEL

by promoting intestinal epithelial cell proliferation and survival

(71, 72). Thus, although Bim controls the thymic selection of

CD8aa iIEL precursors, it cannot compensate for the loss of

IL-15 on the intestinal maintenance of these cells.

This study further illustrates the role of Bim during thymic

development. Bim critically and stage specifically controls the

agonist selection of an unconventional T cell population and shapes

its TCR repertoire. This study has implications for our under-

standing of the development and homeostasis of DN Tand CD8aa

T cells. Furthermore, the CD4Cre+Bimf/f versus dLckCre+Bimf/f

mouse models may provide unique tools to investigate the role of

CD8aa iIELs and other agonist-selected populations in gut in-

fectious or autoimmune diseases.
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